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Abstract: Thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing-based ET estimates are very appealing for a 24 

wide range of scientific applications in hydrology. However, they are prone to infrequency 25 

due to satellite revisit interval and cloud cover. Temporal interpolation techniques or multi-26 

resolution and multi-frequency data fusion approach have thus recently been studied to 27 

provide continuous ET estimates. It has been already shown that the interest of temporal 28 

interpolation techniques is limited to short return interval that is troublesome in Sahelian 29 

regions where mesoscale convective systems linked to the West African Monsoon (WAM) 30 

renders unusable most of TIR images during the rainy season. Here we developed a data 31 

fusion approach to provide remote sensing-based continuous daily ET estimates at kilometric 32 

resolution in Sahelian areas. The proposed algorithm fill gaps in MODIS-based ET estimates 33 

from EVASPA S-SEBI Sahel (E3S) using the Global Land Evaporation: the Amsterdam 34 

Methodology (GLEAM) product and/or ET estimates from a simple parametric model for 35 

typical Sahelian ecosystems as a normalized basis. The fusion algorithm is evaluated at the 36 
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pixel scale against eddy-covariance measurements and simulations of a locally calibrated and 37 

validated land surface model (LSM) on a millet crop and a fallow of shrubby savannah in the 38 

southwest of the Republic of Niger. Consistency of the fusion approach is also evaluated at 39 

mesoscale by comparing it with a set of 20 regional LSMs. Globally both level of comparison 40 

highlight the very good agreement of ET estimates based on the fusion approach with both in 41 

situ measurements and LSMs simulations. We also show the benefit of such a fusion approach 42 

compared to linear temporal interpolation techniques of the ratio between ET and either 43 

incoming solar radiation or reference evapotranspiration. The main benefits are observed 44 

during the first months of the rainy season in the depiction of the surface response to rainfall 45 

events and consecutive drying up of the surface soil layer. We suggest that such a fusion 46 

approach could be later used in disaggregation chain to enhance field scaled ET estimates by 47 

the combination of coarse, moderate and high resolution remote sensing-based ET estimates. 48 

Keywords: evapotranspiration, data fusion, E3S, GLEAM, MODIS, Sahel 49 

1. Introduction 50 

Evapotranspiration (ET) is a key variable in the coupled water and energy cycles. It is 51 

involved in numerous biophysical and biochemical process (Katul et al., 2012). Its estimation 52 

in space and time is thus crucial for a wide range of scientific and operational applications 53 

(Fisher et al., 2017), including: understanding and forecasting global change in water (Jung et 54 

al., 2010; Marshall et al., 2012), managing irrigation (Santos et al., 2007; Toureiro et al., 55 

2017), managing and forecasting severe drought events (Anderson et al., 2016, 2010; Otkin et 56 

al., 2016), regional water balance and groundwater monitoring (Olioso et al., 2018, 2015; 57 

Ollivier et al., 2021; Ruggieri et al., 2021), or constraining and calibrating distributed 58 

hydrological models (Kunnath-Poovakka et al., 2016; Schuurmans et al., 2003; Tobin and 59 

Bennett, 2017). As it is controlled by several biotic and abiotic factors, ET is highly variable 60 

spatially (Alfieri et al., 2007). However, in-situ measurements acquired for example using 61 

lysimeters, eddy correlation systems or scintillometers, are only able to provide estimates at 62 

small scales (100-103 m). These measurements still are essential for model calibration and 63 

validation and for biophysical process monitoring at fine spatiotemporal scale (Boulain et al., 64 

2009b; Ramier et al., 2009; Velluet et al., 2014), although they cannot fulfill the need for ET 65 

estimates at regional to continental scales.  66 

In this respect, remote sensing (RS) -based approaches are promising (Zhang et al., 2016) 67 

especially for the African continent where field measurements are scarce. In particular, the 68 

response of land surface temperature (LST) to the intensity of water stress through the surface 69 

energy balance makes this variable a key target for estimating ET from space (Kalma et al., 70 

2008). Nevertheless, estimation of ET from thermal infrared (TIR) data still has limitations. 71 

The main one is the intermittency of image acquisition at moderate and high resolutions, 72 

which hinders the feasibility of continuous monitoring of ET. Intermittent acquisition is due 73 

both to the revisit frequency of the satellite which is governed by its orbital configuration and 74 

to cloud cover occurrence (Alfieri et al., 2017; Guillevic et al., 2019; Lagouarde et al., 2013). 75 

This last point is particularly critical in West Africa where climate is governed by a monsoon 76 

regime characterized by mesoscale convective systems that make many of the TIR images 77 
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acquired during the rainy season not usable. Allies et al. (2020) showed that despite having a 78 

daily return interval, MODIS TIR images availability did not exceed 6 images per month on 79 

average during the rainy season in four years of data over South West Niger. Little studies 80 

have so far focused on the reconstruction of ET between two dates with suitable acquisition. 81 

In most cases, a simple linear interpolation of the ratio between ET and a known reference 82 

quantity is performed (Alfieri et al., 2017; Delogu et al., 2021; Guillevic et al., 2019; 83 

Lagouarde et al., 2010). This quantity can be the incoming solar radiation (Gallego-Elvira et 84 

al., 2013), the extra-terrestrial solar radiation (Guillevic et al., 2019; Ryu et al., 2012), or the 85 

reference evapotranspiration (ET0) (Cammalleri et al., 2013). Other interpolation methods 86 

were proposed (e.g. cubic and Hermite spline) but proved to be less reliable than the linear 87 

method (Alfieri et al., 2017). The interpolation supports should carry information on 88 

variations in the drivers of ET between two acquisition dates. ET drivers are essentially 89 

related to available energy or to water availability (available water for plants and soil 90 

evaporation). Most supports commonly used so far provide information only on energy 91 

constraints in relation to solar radiation or on atmospheric water demand in the case of ET0. 92 

Linear interpolation based on ET0 or Rg cannot account for variations in ET related to other 93 

drivers than Rg or ET0. Among unaccounted-for effects are, e.g., (i) the impact of re-94 

humectations related to water supplies occurring between acquisition days, (ii) the evolution 95 

of vegetation cover, (iii) the non-linearity of the drying kinetic of soil top layers and (iv) the 96 

non-linear responses of stomatal conductance to soil moisture and atmospheric demand. This 97 

is all the more important as the time between two successive available ET data is long. Alfieri 98 

et al. (2017) and Delogu et al. (2021) showed that the interest of these basic temporal 99 

interpolation schemes was limited to short return intervals of less than 8 days. In order to 100 

improve interpolation, it may be possible to use variables that more closely follow ET 101 

variations. It is not required that these estimations are fully accurate, but they need to respond 102 

to more ET drivers than only Rg or ET0, and in particular to precipitation and drying kinetics. 103 

Delogu et al. (2021) showed that the inclusion of additional information related to the timing 104 

of rainfall events may help in improving the monitoring of daily ET. This is particularly true 105 

in the Sahel where soil drainage is fast and the response of surface is abrupt after each rainfall 106 

event (Lohou et al., 2014).  107 

Considering the limitations of temporal interpolation schemes, techniques of multiple data 108 

source fusion are attractive as they take advantage of information provided by several datasets 109 

(Cammalleri et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2006; Li et al., 2017). The use of multi-resolution ET 110 

products is interesting to fill gaps in moderately or highly spatially-resolved products with 111 

temporal information contained in coarser ones. For instance, Cammalleri et al. (2013) 112 

adapted the Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM), which 113 

was originally developed for generating “a synthetic daily surface reflectance product at 114 

Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) spatial resolution” by Gao et al. (2006), to 115 

produce continuous “Landsat-like” daily ET images using temporal series of MODIS images. 116 

STARFM was later applied and evaluated in various eco-climatic conditions (Cammalleri et 117 

al., 2014; Gevaert and García-Haro, 2015; Semmens et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014). Other 118 

algorithms have been proposed to produce fine scale ET maps from Landsat-MODIS data 119 

fusion algorithms based on upstream LST disaggregation (Eswar et al., 2016; Olivera-Guerra 120 
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et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2021), simple linear regression (Bhattarai et al., 2015) or machine 121 

learning (Ke et al., 2017). Nonetheless if such data fusion techniques are engaging to produce 122 

field scale ET estimates, they are prone to MODIS data gaps due to cloud cover and data 123 

quality, restricting the reconstruction of daily ET maps. Thus, in order to reconstruct 124 

continuous daily ET time series, MODIS ET estimates need to be temporally interpolated in a 125 

first step. Generally, linear interpolation of an ET-reference quantity ratio were used 126 

(Cammalleri et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2018). A similar interpolation scheme was used by 127 

Gallego-Elvira et al. (2013) and Olioso et al. (2018) to reconstruct sequences of daily ET from 128 

MODIS data. As MODIS data are coming with a daily revisit, one may think that such a 129 

simple interpolation procedure is sufficient. However, in many situations, as the monsoon 130 

season in Sahelian regions for example, the cloud occurrence can significantly increase and 131 

drastically reduce the number of available ET estimates (Allies et al., 2020). The fusion of 132 

MODIS estimates with other information having a daily time step (or finer) can be proposed 133 

for improving the production of continuous ET estimates. It might be possible to use 134 

information such as surface variables in weather forecast model reanalysis, simulations of 135 

distributed water balance model fed by remote sensing data (e.g. GLEAM, Miralles et al., 136 

2011) or results from Land Data Assimilation Systems (e.g. Albergel et al., 2017). 137 

The objective of the present study is to evaluate the capability of a new approach using 138 

multiple ET data sources to fill gaps between daily ET maps generated with remote sensing 139 

techniques. It is based on a new fusion methodology that makes it possible to derive 140 

continuous daily evapotranspiration maps at 1 km resolution by combining intermittent ET 141 

estimates from MODIS data to continuous ET monitoring obtained at 0.25° resolution from 142 

the GLEAM product. This method uses ET interpolation supports that account for rainy 143 

events and drying kinetics both at mesoscale, thanks to the GLEAM data, and at the kilometer 144 

scale, thanks to a developed simple ET parametric model named PAMEAS (PArametric 145 

Model for Evapotranspiration in the Agropastoral Sahel). In our work, the high-resolution ET 146 

maps were produced using the EVASPA S-SEBI Sahel (E3S) approach from MODIS TIR and 147 

albedo data, which has shown very good performances over South West Niger (Allies et al., 148 

2020). However, the proposed methodology could be used with any ET mapping and daily 149 

mesoscale estimation of ET together with a surface water balance model. The benefits of the 150 

data fusion approach were evaluated against standard interpolation schemes. To do so, ET 151 

estimates from either the fusion approach or the interpolation schemes were evaluated at field 152 

scale against in situ observation acquired on two typical ecosystems of the agropastoral Sahel 153 

and at mesoscale against ensemble simulations with Land Surface Models (LSMs). This 154 

region is characterized by long periods without usable remote sensing optical data due to 155 

heavy cloud cover during the rainy season. To our knowledge this study is the first to deal 156 

with the complex issue of the continuous estimation of daily evapotranspiration from TIR 157 

images in the Sahel, potentially giving useful information for worldwide areas with long 158 

periods of cloudiness.  159 

This paper is structured as follows: materials and methods are introduced in section 2. The 160 

study area is firstly presented (section 2.1) followed by the data sets used in fusion and 161 

interpolation approaches (section 2.2) and the data sets used for the evaluation of the fusion 162 
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and interpolation schemes (section 2.3). The methodology employed is then detailed in 163 

section 2.4. Results are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4. A general 164 

conclusion is finally given in section 5. 165 

2. Materials and Methods  166 

The fusion method was applied on 4 years (2005-2008) of data at mesoscale in South West 167 

Niger, where surface flux observations were collected by the AMMA-CATCH National 168 

Observation Service (NOS) (Galle et al., 2018) at two micrometeorological flux towers in a 169 

millet crop and a fallow of shrubby savannah, the two main land cover types in the region 170 

(Cappelaere et al., 2009). The accuracy of daily evapotranspiration retrievals using E3S was 171 

previously evaluated at the same site over the 2005-2008 period (Allies et al., 2020). In the 172 

present study, the data fusion approach is evaluated at field scale against in situ surface 173 

energy balance measurements (Ramier et al., 2009; Velluet et al., 2014) and simulations with 174 

a physically based/calibrated/validated Land Surface Model (LSM), named SiSPAT (Simple 175 

Soil-Plant-Atmosphere Transfers, Velluet et al., 2014). It is also evaluated at mesoscale by 176 

comparison with the simulations from a set of 20 spatially distributed LSMs selected in the 177 

framework of the ALMIP2 intercomparison exercise (Boone et al., 2009; Grippa et al., 2017).  178 

2.1. Study area 179 

The study area is located in the southwest of the Republic of Niger (Figure 1.a). It consists of 180 

a mesoscale window (1.55° - 3.15°E; 12.85 - 14.15°N) covering an area of 20 800 km² 181 

included in the AMMA-CATCH NOS. It is located in the agropastoral Sahel characterized by 182 

a tropical semiarid climate with rainfall ranging from 570 mm to 470 mm along a South-183 

North gradient and with mean temperature of ~ 30 °C (Cappelaere et al., 2009). Climate is 184 

governed by the West African Monsoon (WAM), with a long dry season from November to 185 

April followed by a rainy season characterized by mesoscale convective systems. The study 186 

area is approximately centered on Niger’s capital city of Niamey and it is crossed both by the 187 

Niger River (western part) and by the Dallol Bosso fossil river valley (eastern part, see Figure 188 

1.b). The main ecosystems of the area are typical of the agropastoral Sahel, alternating 189 

between rainfed millet crop and fallow of shrubby savannah (Cappelaere et al., 2009; Leblanc 190 

et al., 2008) (Figure 1.b). Remains of tiger bush are also observed, especially over plateau 191 

areas. Irrigated orchards and gardens are scattered along the Niger River nearby urban areas in 192 

particular in the outskirts of Niamey. Regarding soils and hydrology, the northern and the 193 

eastern parts of the study area are characterized by endoreic catchments with sandy soils, 194 

weakly structured with sand fraction superior to ~ 75 % and even above 85 % in the Niger 195 

River and Dallol Bosso valleys. The latter is characterized by intermittent seasonal flow and 196 

pounding during the rainy season and often maintaining subsurface water the rest of the year 197 

(Leduc et al., 1997). The right bank of the Niger River is characterized by loamier soils and is 198 

less prone to surface crusting. The two main reference plots of the AMMA CATCH Niger 199 

mesosite are located in between the two above alluvial valleys, near the Wankama village, at 200 

about 60 km northeast of Niamey (2.6°E, 13.6°N; Figure 1.c). These two plots of ~15 ha each 201 

have been intensively instrumented since 2005 (Cappelaere et al., 2009). The monitored 202 

ecosystems are the two dominant ecosystems in the study area: a pearl millet crop 203 
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(Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R. Br.) and a fallow composed of patches of a shrub layer 204 

dominated by Guiera senegalensis Lam., annual C3 and C4 grasslands and bare soils (Boulain 205 

et al., 2009a; Ramier et al., 2009). No alternation between millet crop and fallow was 206 

observed during the studied ground measurements period (2005-2008). Data acquired in the 207 

plots are described in the next Section 2.3.1. 208 

 209 

Figure 1. Location of the study mesosite in West Africa (a); Land cover (Copernicus Global 210 

Land Service product) (b) and local-scale Wankama catchment with the location of the EC 211 

flux towers and land cover map derived from a 2005 SPOT image (c). 212 

2.2. Data sets used in fusion and interpolation approaches 213 

2.2.1. E3S 214 

E3S (EVASPA S-SEBI Sahel) is a contextual RS-based method for daily ET mapping 215 

designed to minimize the use of ancillary meteorological data and provide comprehensive 216 

epistemic uncertainty of daily ET retrievals for Sahelian areas (Allies et al., 2020). It is based 217 

on the EVapotranspiration Assessment from SPAce (EVASPA) RS-based modelling tool 218 

(Gallego-Elvira et al., 2013) and the Simplified Surface Energy Balance Index (S-SEBI) 219 

method (Roerink et al., 2000). S-SEBI derives ET from the evaporative fraction (EF) 220 

computed from surface temperature (LST) and surface albedo (α) of a given satellite scene as 221 

follows: 222 

��(���, �	) = �����(�	) − ���	
�����(�	) −  ������(�	) (1) 

where subscript i correspond to a given pixel of a the satellite scene associated with an αi 223 

albedo value and a LSTi surface temperature value. LSTdry and LSTwet correspond to fully dry 224 

(EF = 0) and fully wet (EF = 1) areas respectively, between which EF is assumed to vary 225 

linearly (Figure 2). 226 
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 227 

Figure 2. Representation of the relationship between surface albedo, surface temperature, and 228 

evaporative fraction according the S-SEBI method (adapted from Allies et al., 2020 and 229 

Roerink et al., 2000) 230 

Comparatively to S-SEBI, E3S computes at each satellite overpass time the evaporative 231 

fraction by considering 17 methods for the determination of the edges of the LST-α shape. ET 232 

derived using the different edges determination methods were averaged to provide an 233 

ensemble mean of ET. The average procedure of the 17 ET estimates considered weighting 234 

coefficients that were derived according to the seasonal stage of rainfall and LAI (see Allies et 235 

al., 2020 for details). The variability of ET estimates was also used to derive an estimation of 236 

uncertainty in the derivation of ET. In this work, we use daily ET from 2005 to 2008 derived 237 

from E3S using LST and surface albedo from MODIS onboard TERRA and AQUA, as well 238 

as incoming longwave and shortwave radiations from flux towers measurements as described 239 

by Allies et al. (2020). E3S was already evaluated at the time of satellite overpass and at the 240 

daily scale against the data from the two eddy-covariance towers (before gap-filling) and 241 

against the SiSPAT simulations by Allies et al. (2020). In average, length of gaps in MODIS-242 

based E3S ET estimates are about 10.3 ±13.5 days and are mainly due to cloud 243 

contamination.  244 

2.2.2. GLEAM 245 

GLEAM (Global Land Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology) is a global daily ET 246 

product at a 0.25° resolution. It is developed by the VU University of Amsterdam (Miralles et 247 

al., 2011) and it is designed to maximize the use of satellite-derived observations in 248 

combination to climatic re-analysis data. GLEAM derives ET at each grid cell using a 249 

Priesley-Taylor model for computing potential evapotranspiration and several stress factors 250 

for reducing this potential evapotranspiration. Stress factors depend on the vegetation 251 

moisture derived from microwave emission measurements and on soil moisture simulated by 252 

a 3 layers soil module. Microwave information is also used for correcting the soil module 253 

through a simple data assimilation procedure. The version of the product used in this work is 254 

the v3.1.a (Martens et al., 2017). It is forced with radiation fluxes and atmospheric 255 

temperature from ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011), precipitations from the Multi-Source 256 

Weighted Ensemble Precipitation dataset (MSWEP) (Beck et al., 2017) and microwave 257 
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surface soil moisture from the ESA Climate Change Initiative soil moisture (ESA CCI SM 258 

v2.3) data set (Liu et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2012). The version 3.1.a of GLEAM has been 259 

recently validated against measurements from 91 eddy-covariance towers and 2325 soil 260 

moisture sensors (Martens et al., 2017).  261 

2.2.3. PAMEAS 262 

2.2.3.1. Description of the model 263 

PAMEAS (PArametric Model for Evapotranspiration in the Agropastoral Sahel) is a simple 264 

parametric model developed in the framework of this study to derive ET from incoming solar 265 

radiation (Rg), rainfall (R) and Leaf Area Index (LAI) only, for typical Sahelian ecosystems. 266 

PAMEAS computes separately soil evaporation (E) and vegetation transpiration (T), both as a 267 

multiplicative function of Rg (Xu and Singh, 2000). 268 

T (mm.day-1) is simulated under no-stressed conditions as a simple function of Rg: 269 

� = ��������
��
�  (2) 

where ρ2 (-) is a calibrated parameter, λ the latent heat of vaporization (~ 28.4 W.m-2) and 270 

fCOVER the fraction of vegetation cover.  271 

PAMEAS assumes that the vegetation is not facing water stress. In other words PAMEAS 272 

only provides a potential transpiration. Temporal variations of T are thus only due to incident 273 

solar radiation fluctuations, resistance terms being negligible. fCOVER is derived from LAI 274 

according a Beer-Lambert law: 275 

������ = 1 −  !".$%&' (3) 

For soil evaporation E (mm.day-1), PAMEAS accounts for the fraction cover by considering 276 

the uncovered soil fraction (1-fCOVER) and for a stress function depending on the soil water 277 

content as approximated by the Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) (Kohler and Linsley, 278 

1951): 279 

� = �((1 − ������) ��
� cos ,-

2
�/01� − 234

�/01�
5 (4) 

with Rg (W.m-2) the incoming solar radiation, λ the latent heat of vaporization (~ 28.4 W.m-2 280 

for 1 mm.day-1), SWCFC (mm) the soil water content of the surface layer (defined as 0-10 cm) 281 

at field capacity, API (mm) the calibrated antecedent precipitation index, and ρ1 (-) a 282 

calibrated parameter. The π/2 term ensures the normalization of the stress factor between 0 283 

(stressed) and 1 (not stressed). A cosine function is used to describe a non-linear evolution of 284 

the water stress with the decrease of the surface soil layer water content as proposed by 285 

Merlin et al. (2016, 2010) (Figure 3). 286 

The soil water content at field capacity is derived from the sand and clay fraction according to 287 

(Saxton et al., 1986): 288 
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�/01� = 100 , 1
325

(8
 (5) 

2 =  !9.:;<!=.($×("?@ABCDE!9.FF×("?GAHDIJ@
 (6) 

K = 3.14 − 2.22 × 10!:�MNO�� − 3.484 × 10!$�QOR�� �MNO� (7) 

where fclay and fsand are the soil fraction of clay and sand respectively. 289 

API is computed according the following formulation: 290 

234� = 234�!( ! (ST + V��� (8) 

with the subscript d for the considered day, ω1 et ω2 parameters calibrated on field 291 

measurements of the 0-10 cm soil water content, and R (mm) daily rainfall.  292 

Finally PAMEAS computes ET from the sum of soil evaporation (E) and canopy transpiration 293 

(T). 294 

 295 

Figure 3. Evolution of the stress factor with the surface soil water content. 296 

Appendix C describes the calibration of the PAMEAS model against SiSPAT simulations at 297 

field scale over the 2005-2012 period. SiSPAT model was used to develop and calibrate 298 

PAMEAS at field scale because it allows to separate soil evaporation from canopy 299 

transpiration.  300 

2.2.3.2. Spatial distribution of the model 301 

PAMEAS was spatialized using sand and clay fractions from ECOCLIMAP2 (Kaptué 302 

Tchuenté et al., 2011), precipitation fields derived from rain gauge data over the observational 303 

network using Krigged-Lagrangian spatial interpolation method as for ALMIP2 LSMs 304 

(Vischel et al., 2011), LAI from MODIS data (MCD15A3 product) and incoming solar 305 

radiation from flux towers measurements considering that spatial variations were negligible 306 

over the study site (Allies et al., 2020). Rainfall and radiation fields were given at daily 307 

timescale. MODIS LAI product was a 4-days composite that was previously interpolated 308 

using a cubic spline function. PAMEAS simulations were finally released at the same 309 

resolution as MODIS (~1 km).  310 
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Two versions of PAMEAS were considered:  311 

• In the first one, PAMEAS parameters (ρ1, ρ2, ω1, ω2) were simultaneously calibrated 312 

on ET time series derived with E3S over the 2005-2008 period for each pixel. To this 313 

end, about 104 800 simulations were performed with PAMEAS considering a priori 314 

parameters intervals; the best parameter set for each pixel was selected considering 315 

minimal Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)  316 

• Alternately, in the second PAMEAS version, only ρ1 and ρ2 were calibrated against 317 

E3S ET maps. API parameters (ω1, ω2) were calibrated on soil moisture simulated by 318 

SiSPAT at both flux tower sites (see Appendix C) and they were considered as 319 

uniforms over the whole mesoscale study site. API fields were generated for both 320 

cover types (millet and fallow) and then averaged to generate a single value to use in 321 

PAMEAS. This simplification allowed a strong reduction in the number of simulations 322 

and consequently in computing time. As only the two flux tower sites were used for 323 

calibrating API parameters, we expect that the spatial representativeness of soil 324 

evaporation simulated by PAMEAS will be affected. Conversely, we expect that this 325 

version will make it possible to evaluate PAMEAS performance in more details at 326 

local scale. Calculation made with this second PAMEAS version were named by 327 

adding the subscript “LC”, for local calibration, to the fusion method name (e.g. 328 

EGPLC). 329 

 330 

2.2.4. Incoming solar radiation (Rg) and reference evapotranspiration (ET0) fields 331 

The developed fusion algorithm is compared to standard temporal interpolation techniques 332 

based on the linear interpolation of the ratio between ET and Rg or ET0. To this end, Rg fields 333 

were generated using the average between measurements from both millet and fallow EC 334 

stations considering that spatial variations were negligible over the study site. Similarly, ET0 335 

was computed as in Allen et al. (1998) using Rg, air temperature, air relative humidity and 336 

wind speed from the average of millet and fallow plots measurements: 337 

ET" =
0.408∆�Z + [ 900�]�OR + 273 _�]( Q −  O)

∆ + [(1 + 0.34_�])  (9) 

where Rn (MJ.m-2.day-1) is the net radiation, Tmean (°C) is the mean daily air temperature, u2m 338 

(m.s-1) is the wind speed at 2 m height, es (kPa) is the saturation vapour pressure, ea (kPa) is 339 

the actual vapour pressure (ea), ∆ (kPa.°C-1) is the slope of vapour pressure curve and γ 340 

(kPa.°C-1) is the psychrometric constant. 341 

2.3. Evaluation data sets 342 

2.3.1. Eddy-covariance measurements 343 

The two reference local plots of the AMMA CATCH NOS were equipped for continuous 344 

monitoring of meteorological variables (rainfall, air pressure, temperature and humidity, wind 345 
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speed and direction, four-component radiations) and soil variables (shallow ground heat flux, 346 

temperature and moisture profiles down to a depth of 2.5 m). Eddy Covariance (EC) systems 347 

were also implemented, measuring high frequency (20Hz) wind speed (3 components), air 348 

temperature and water vapor, to derive sensible and latent heat flux estimates (see Table 1). 349 

Turbulent fluxes were derived as described by Ramier et al. (2009), using EdiRe software (R. 350 

Clement, University of Edinburgh) and following CarboEurope recommendations (Mauder 351 

and Foken, 2004). Full details of the setup and the sensors can be found in Ramier et al., 352 

(2009) and Velluet et al. (2014). Several studies already exploited the data acquired or derived 353 

from these plots (Boulain et al., 2009b; Lohou et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2013; Ramier et 354 

al., 2009; Sjöström et al., 2013; Velluet et al., 2014). In our study, for purpose of comparison 355 

with RS-based daily ET estimates, gaps in eddy covariance-based latent heat flux 356 

measurements were filled according to the climatological method proposed by Velluet (2014) 357 

(see Appendix A). Only days with less than one third of the data being gap-filled were used in 358 

this study. On the overall studied period only 3.5 % and 4.3% of 30-min latent heat 359 

measurements were gap-filled with this method for the millet crop and the fallow 360 

respectively. After this gap-filling step, the energy balance at the daily scale revealed a slight 361 

imbalance of 0.7 W.m-2 and 13.8 W.m-2 for the millet crop and the fallow respectively. After 362 

gap-filling, we disposed of 1149 days of observation, 312 days being missing. 363 

  364 
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Table 1. Main observations used from the South-West Niger AMMA-CATCH eddy 365 

covariance-stations 366 

Instrument Main measurements Height or depth 

Campbell CSAT-3 sonic 
anemometer (Campbell 

Scientific, Inc, Logan, USA 

3-D wind 

Sonic air temperature 
5 m (both plots) 

LI-COR LI-7500 infrared 
gas analyser (LI-COR 

Biosciences, Lincoln, USA) 
CO2 and H2O concentrations 5 m (both plots) 

Kipp&Zonen CNR1 
radiometer (Kipp&Zonen, 

Delft, the Netherlands) 

Shortwave (0.3–2.8 μm) and 
longwave (5–50 μm) 

incoming and outgoing 
radiation 

3.5 m (Wankama fallow) 

2.5 m (Wankama millet) 

Hukseflux HFP01SC heat 
flux plates (3 averaged) 
(Hukseflux, Delft, the 

Netherlands) 

Soil heat flux - 0.05 m (both plots) 

 367 

2.3.2. SiSPAT simulations 368 

The Simple Soil-Plant-Atmosphere Transfers (SiSPAT) model is a physical based LSM able 369 

to simulate the coupled heat and water exchanges at the soil-plant-atmosphere interface 370 

(Braud et al., 1995). Both energy budgets from the vegetation canopy and the soil surface are 371 

solved using a classical electrical analogy in a two-layer system. The SiSPAT model was 372 

previously thoroughly calibrated and validated by Velluet et al. (2014) for the 7-years period 373 

2005-2012 against the energy balance and the soil moisture data acquired on the millet crop 374 

site and the fallow of shrubby savannah site. Model skill scores against observed half-hourly 375 

energy balance components can be found in Velluet et al. (2014) and Allies et al. (2020). 376 

Globally scores were very good for both ecosystems (RMSE < 30 Wm-2 for millet and RMSE 377 

< 40 Wm-2 for fallow) considering uncertainty relative to such observations. This suggests 378 

that SiSPAT simulations may be considered as reliable proxies of the local plots fluxes with 379 

the benefit of no gaps allowing more complete evaluation at pixel scale. Note that SiSPAT 380 

simulations were already used to evaluate non-interpolated E3S ET estimates in South-West 381 

Niger (Allies et al., 2020). 382 

2.3.3. ALMIP2 Land Surface Model simulations 383 

The AMMA Land surface Model Intercomparaison Project Phase 2 (ALMIP2) (Boone et al., 384 

2009) is dedicated to identify current weaknesses in LSMs representation of surface land 385 

processes among 20 models at local and mesoscale in West Africa. Models simulations were 386 
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performed at 30 min timescale on the mesoscale site with a 0.05° grid during the 2005-2008 387 

period. The 20 ALMIP2 models are listed in Appendix A. All models were forced with 388 

precipitation fields derived from rain gauge data over the observational network using 389 

Krigged-Lagrangian spatial interpolation method (Vischel et al., 2011). Incoming longwave 390 

and shortwave radiations came from the Satellite Application Facility for Land Surface 391 

Analysis (Land-SAF) project (Trigo et al., 2011) whereas all other meteorological forcing 392 

variables including air temperature, near surface specific humidity, wind speed and surface 393 

atmospheric pressure came from ECMWF ERA-interim re-analysis (Dee et al., 2011). Most 394 

of the models used the ECOCLIMAP2 Africa database (Kaptué Tchuenté et al., 2011) to 395 

derive soil and vegetation characteristics including LAI. Nevertheless some of them had their 396 

own formulations or specific data for some variables (see Grippa et al., 2017 for more 397 

details). In this study, we used the ensemble average and standard deviation of LSMs 398 

simulations in term of spatial mean over our study site as a basis of comparison at mesoscale. 399 

2.4. Methodology 400 

The methodology used is exposed in Figure 4 and detailed in the following subsections. 401 

 402 
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the methodology employed for the generation of continuous daily 1-403 

km ET estimates and their evaluation against reference data. 404 

2.4.1. Formulation of an interpolation methodology 405 

Continuous estimation of ET was obtained by filling the gaps between remote sensing 406 

estimations. We implemented first the two most classical methods based on the linear 407 

interpolation of the ratio R of ET to an interpolation support B that is either the incoming solar 408 

radiation (Rg) or the reference evapotranspiration (ET0). ET for a missing day t is calculated 409 

as    410 

��(`) =  �(`). K(`) (10) 

with  411 

�(`) =  �(`a)  + b�(`ac() −  �(`a)d  ` −  `a
`ac( −  `a

 (11) 

tk and tk+1  (with tk < t <tk+1) corresponding to the days of the previous and the next available 412 

“observations”. 413 

An interpolation method that more closely follow ET variations is proposed in a second step. 414 

It uses alternative estimation of ET that are available at the daily time step, either from other 415 

ET products (here, the GLEAM product), a parametric modeling of ET (here, the PAMEAS 416 

model) or a combination of both. The procedure is inspired by linear filtering methods 417 

considering incremental evolution of ET. In this case, ET estimation for day t is obtained by 418 

incrementing ET obtained at the previous date t – 1 considering the change in B from day t – 1 419 

to day t: 420 

��(`) = ��(` − 1) +   e8(`)fK(`) − K(` − 1)g     (12) 

where wB is a scaling factor accounting for the ratio between ET and B. For day tk 421 

corresponding to the day with the last available “observation” of ET (ET(tk)), wB is computed 422 

as follow: 423 

e8(`a) = ��(`a)
K(`a)   (13) 

On day t, wB(t) is obtained by interpolating linearly wB(t) as R(t) in Equation 11 (a 424 

mathematical safeguard is implemented when B(tk) tends towards 0). 425 

Another formulation is proposed when considering several interpolation drivers B. For two 426 

drivers B1 and B2: 427 

��(`) = ��(` − 1) +   e8T(`)fK((`) − K((` − 1)g + e8@(`)fK�(`) − K�(` − 1)g        (14) 

Gains wB1(t) and wB2(t) are to be defined from the evolution and/or the proximity of ET to B1 428 

and B2. They are defined as weighting coefficients between the two sources of interpolation 429 
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information B1 and B2 considering that ET should be better interpolated by the closest 430 

interpolation driver. On day tk, they are written as: 431 

e8T(`a) = 1 − h8T(`a)
h8T(`a) + h8@(`a)     (15) 

e8@(`a) = 1 − h8@(`a)
h8T(`a) + h8@(`a) (16) 

with 432 

h8T(`a) = |��(`a) − K((`a)|     (17) 

h8@(`a) = |��(`a) − K�(`a)| (18) 

On day t, wB1(t) and wB2(t) are obtained by linear interpolation between days tk and tk+1 as R(t) 433 

in Equation (11). Both wB1(t) and wB2(t) account for the proximity of B1 and B2 to ET. In 434 

cases Bi is inter-calibrated with ET, εBi(tk) should be small. 435 

2.4.2. Implementation scheme 436 

In our study, we tested the approach to interpolate ET maps based on the fusion Equation 437 

(14). This paragraph outlines the algorithm used and the justification of each step. The 438 

different data set and models are presented in detail in the subsequent sections. 439 

2.4.2.1. Calculation of ET 440 

Step 1: calculation of ET maps with E3S (see Section 2.2.1) for each date tk at which land 441 

surface temperature and spectral reflectance are available from MODIS original products. 442 

Step 2: application of the fusion algorithm to generate ET maps on days without E3S 443 

estimates. Two interpolation supports are used: 444 

• The GLEAM operational product, which provides estimation of ET every day at 0.25° 445 

resolution. ET is computed using a water balance model fed by remote sensing data 446 

and meteorological reanalysis (see Section 2.2.2). The advantages of GLEAM are its 447 

spatial resolution, which allows capturing mesoscale information on rain, and its 448 

heavy use of remote sensing data, in particular the assimilation of microwave 449 

radiometer data that enables close monitoring of surface water status. 450 

• Estimates of daily ET at 1 km resolution using a specially-devised model, the 451 

PArametric Model for Evapotranspiration in the Agropastoral Sahel (PAMEAS, see 452 

Section 2.2.3). The advantage of PAMEAS lies in its parametric form, driven by the 453 

Antecedent Precipitation Index (API), representing soil drying kinetics. Concerning 454 

the impact of vegetation on ET, PAMEAS is driven by the evolution of fCOVER as 455 

estimated by MODIS data. 456 
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Step 2.1: PAMEAS is calibrated for each pixel at 1 km resolution (P1km) over the time series 457 

of ET maps provided by E3S using MODIS data. Four scaling parameters, one for 458 

transpiration, one for evaporation and two for the soil drying curve shape are computed for 459 

each pixel (see section 2.2.3).  460 

Step 2.2: GLEAM (G25km) is disaggregated at 1 km resolution (G1km) on the basis of ET spatial 461 

distribution simulated by PAMEAS (P1km/P25km, P25km being the aggregation of PAMEAS at 462 

25 km spatial resolution): 463 

j(a](`) = 3(a](`)
3�$a](`) j�$a](`) (19) 

Step 2.3: Equation (14) is applied at 1-km resolution with E3S (ET), disaggregated GLEAM 464 

(B1 = G1km) and calibrated PAMEAS (B2 = P1km) leading to the fusion between E3S, GLEAM 465 

and PAMEAS “Fusion-EGP” as follow: 466 

��(`) = �3�(` − 1) +   ek(`)fj(a](`) − j(a](` − 1)g
+ el(`)f3(a](`) − 3(a](` − 1)g (20) 

2.4.2.2. Evaluation of the fusion method 467 

Three sets of data are used for the evaluation of the fusion approach: 468 

• ground measurements of ET at one millet field and one fallow site (see section 2.3.1) 469 

and simulations of the Simple Soil-Plant-Atmosphere Transfers (SiSPAT) model 470 

thoroughly calibrated and validated against field observations which both permitted an 471 

evaluation at local scale (see section 2.3.2); 472 

• spatially distributed simulations by an ensemble of 20 LSMs that were performed in 473 

the framework of the AMMA Land surface Model Intercomparaison Project Phase 2 474 

(ALMIP2) program (see section 2.3.3). This data set is used for an evaluation at 475 

mesoscale by comparing the spatial average of interpolated daily ET over the area to 476 

the spatial average of ALMIP2 estimations. 477 

ET derived from the fusion of E3S, GLEAM and PAMEAS, and denoted as “Fusion-EGP”, is 478 

compared to other interpolation sets: 479 

• “Fusion-EG”, from the fusion of E3S with GLEAM only (Equation 12). In this case, 480 

GLEAM is not disaggregated and simply super-sampled at MODIS ~ 1 km resolution:  481 

�3�(`) = �3�(` − 1) + �(`)fj(`) − j(` − 1)g em`n �(`) = �3�(`)
j�$a](`) (21) 

• “Fusion-EP”, from the fusion of E3S with PAMEAS only (Equation 12) :  482 

�3�(`) = �3�(` − 1) + �(`)f3(`) − 3(` − 1)g em`n �(`) = �3�(`)
3(`)  (22) 

• “Interpol-Rg”, from interpolation of E3S with Rg (Equations 10 and 11):  483 
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�3�(`) = �(`). ��(`) em`n �(`) = �3�(`a)
��(`a)  +  o�3�(`ac()

��(`ac() − �3�(`a)
��(`a) p ` − `a

`ac( − `a
 (23) 

• “Interpol-ET0”, from interpolation of E3S with ET0 (Equations 1 and 2): 484 

�3�(`) = �(`). ��"(`) em`n �(`) = �3�(`a)
��"(`a) +  o�3�(`ac()

��"(`ac() − �3�(`a)
��"(`a)p ` − `a

`ac( − `a
 (24) 

2.5. Statistical metrics  485 

The performance of each interpolation method was assessed using the bias, the Root Mean 486 

Square Error (RMSE), the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) and the coefficient of 487 

determination (R²). 488 

The impact of the interpolation method alone on ET estimates accuracy is evaluated through a 489 

differential RMSE (RMSEint) computed as follows: 490 

RMSEtuv = wRMSEtuv_yzvz� − RMSE{:|�  (25) 

where RMSEint_data is the RMSE of continuous ET estimates computed for interpolated days 491 

and RSMEE3S is the intrinsic RMSE of the E3S product which is computed during non-492 

interpolated days. 493 

3. Results 494 

All the fusion and interpolation approaches were applied on the study area over the 2005-495 

2008 period. The results were analyzed both at local scale against field measurements and 496 

SiSPAT simulations (section 3.1) and at mesoscale in terms of spatial average against 497 

ALMIP2 LSMs simulations (section 3.2).  498 

3.1. Evaluation at local scale 499 

3.1.1. Comparison of interpolation and fusion approaches 500 

In this subsection, comparison of the continuous daily ET estimates obtained after each 501 

interpolation or fusion approach against in situ measurements and SiSPAT simulations is 502 

analyzed. Overall skill scores of this analysis are summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in 503 

Figure 5. 504 

Table 2. Skill scores – bias (in mm.day-1), RMSE (in mm.day-1), NSE and R² – of daily RS-505 

based ET estimates against field observations and SiSPAT simulations over 2005-2008. N is 506 

the number of days considered in the comparison. 507 

 
Versus observations 

(N = 1149) 

Versus SiSPAT 

(N = 1352) 

 Bias RMSE  NSE  R² Bias RMSE NSE R² 

Fusion-EGP -0.07 0.64 0.78 0.79 -0.05 0.68 0.79 0.80 
Fusion-EGPLC -0.03 0.60 0.81 0.81 -0.01 0.59 0.84 0.85 

Fusion-EP -0.11 0.66 0.77 0.78 -0.10 0.71 0.78 0.79 
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Fusion-EPLC -0.05 0.69 0.75 0.76 -0.04 0.65 0.81 0.81 
Fusion-EG -0.02 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Interpol-Rg -0.07 0.69 0.75 0.76 -0.04 0.75 0.75 0.76 
Interpol-ET0 -0.06 0.74 0.71 0.72 -0.05 0.76 0.74 0.75 

The main results provided by Table 2 can be summarized as follows: 508 

• The performances of each method were acceptable, RMSE ranging between 0.59 and 509 

0.76 mm.day-1. 510 

• The new interpolation method based on the fusion of E3S, GLEAM and PAMEAS 511 

(EGP) provided the best agreement with ground data and SiSPAT simulations as 512 

shown by RMSE (0.59 – 0.68 mm.day-1), NSE (0.78 – 0.84) and R2 (0.78 – 0.85) 513 

values in Table 2 (actually, the three statistical metrics always provided a similar 514 

ranking of the methods, so that only RMSE will be used in the rest of this section).  515 

• The standard interpolation methods based on the interpolation of the ratio of ET to Rg 516 

or ET0 had the lowest performance, in particular in the case of ET0 (RMSE = 0.74 – 517 

0.76 mm.day-1). Remember that these interpolation supports are mainly driven by 518 

radiation information and no direct information on precipitation events and drying 519 

dynamic were used. 520 

• The fusion methods using PAMEAS as only interpolation support (EP) had 521 

intermediary performances (RMSE = 0.65 – 0.71 mm.day-1), while the use of GLEAM 522 

alone (EG) was providing performance similar as ET0 (RMSE = 0.73 – 0.75 mm day-
523 

1); remember that in this case GLEAM data were used at their native 25 km resolution.  524 

• The local calibration of API parameters on SiSPAT simulations improved the 525 

interpolations based on the fusion using PAMEAS (Fusion-EGPLC and Fusion-EPLC) 526 

in comparison to the direct calibration of API parameters on E3S estimates (Fusion-527 

EGP and Fusion-EP; see Figure 5). 528 

• All the methods, except Fusion-EG in comparison to SiSPAT simulations, 529 

underestimated ET with biases between -0.01 mm.day-1 and -0.11 mm.day-1, which 530 

resulted in underestimations between 4 and 45 mm.year-1. No clear differences existed 531 

between the methods excepted that the local calibration of API provided lower bias 532 

than the calibration of API against E3S data and that biases for Fusion-EP were at 533 

least twice larger than for any other method (-0.11 mm.day-1). 534 

The most obvious benefits of the fusion approach between E3S, GLEAM and/or PAMEAS 535 

compared to classical interpolation methods were observed during the first months of the 536 

rainy season (May-June) while images frequency was low and soil drying up was fast. Figure 537 

5 shows that the fusion approach is more able to reproduce surface response to the first 538 

rainfall events and consecutive drying up between two E3S estimates even if the amplitude of 539 

ET variations were not always correct. One can also observed that local calibration of 540 

PAMEAS API parameters allows better depicting the impacts of rainfall events and of soil 541 

drying up in the core of the monsoon season (August-September).  542 
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 543 

Figure 5. Daily rainfall from raingauge station (bars) and daily ET estimates for 2008 from 544 

Fusion-EGP (blue line), Fusion-EGPLC (red line) and Interpol-Rg (green line) versus SiSPAT 545 

simulations at local scale (black line and shaded area). The shaded area represents the range 546 

between both millet crop and fallow savannah whereas the black line is the average between 547 

both plots. The black circles represent non-interpolated dates (E3S). 548 

Most of the differences between interpolation methods on the retrieval of ET was 549 

concentrated within the monsoon season. During the dry season, ET was low and not subject 550 

to strong variations. Whatever the interpolation method, RMSE were in the order of 0.30 551 

mm.day-1 when considering the comparison to SiSPAT simulations and in the order of 0.35 552 

mm.day-1 when considering ground observations. Biases were slightly positive, in general 553 

lower than 0.05 mm.day-1 (not shown). During the monsoon season, the number of available 554 

images was low (about 6 images per month in average) compared to the dry season, implying 555 

a large number of interpolated data. Periods of up to 20 days had sometimes to be 556 

reconstructed. During this season, RMSE ranged between 0.84 and 1.21 mm.day-1 which was 557 

significantly higher than over the entire study period (note that the ranking of the methods 558 

was similar as for the entire period in Table 2). Negative biases were always larger than -0.1 559 

mm.day-1 and up to -0.5 mm day-1 depending on the interpolation method. Part of these biases 560 

came from an underestimation of ET by E3S itself (see Table 4 and Allies et al. (2020) for 561 

more details). 562 

3.1.2. Evaluation of interpolated ET versus E3S estimates 563 

In order to evaluate the performance of the interpolation methods, Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 6 564 

present separated evaluations of ET retrievals obtained (i) for days with available remote 565 

sensing data with E3S (Table 4 and blue points in Figure 6) and (ii) for interpolated ET 566 

between available E3S estimates (Table 3 and red points in Figure 6). The impact of the 567 

interpolation procedure on the performance of the interpolation was evaluated through 568 

RMSEint (see Equation 24), the differential RMSE between the errors related to E3S 569 

(RMSEE3S) and the errors calculated on interpolated data (RMSEint_data). RMSEE3S (0.47 – 570 

0.46 mm.day-1) were strongly lower than the overall values of RMSE presented in Table 2. 571 
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The impact of the interpolation procedure was either of similar magnitude (RMSEint between 572 

0.43 and 0.58 for Fusion-EGP and Fusion-EGPLC) or larger (up to 0.69 mm.day-1 for Interpol-573 

ET0). The observation of the differences between the bias for E3S and the bias for the 574 

interpolated data indicated that the interpolation methods generally induce some 575 

underestimations in particular when the evaluation is performed against SiSPAT simulations. 576 

This underestimation was larger for Fusion-EP (- 0.13 mm.day-1) and in general more limited 577 

for Fusion-EGP and Fusion-EG. The local calibration of API (Fusion EGPLC and Fusion 578 

EPLC) was also reducing both bias and RMSEint generated by the interpolation procedures.  579 

Table 3. Skill scores – bias (in mm.day-1), RMSEint_data (in mm.day-1), RMSEint (in mm.day-1) 580 

– of daily RS-based interpolated ET estimates against field observations and SiSPAT 581 

simulations over 2005-2008. N is the number of days considered in the comparison. 582 

 
Versus observations 

(N = 851) 

Versus SiSPAT 

(N = 1016) 

 Bias RMSEint_data RMSEint Bias RMSEint_data RMSEint 

Fusion-EGP -0.08 0.69 0.51 -0.06 0.74 0.58 
Fusion-EGPLC -0.03 0.64 0.43 -0.03 0.63 0.43 

Fusion-EP -0.13 0.71 0.53 -0.13 0.77 0.62 
Fusion-EPLC -0.05 0.75 0.58 -0.06 0.71 0.54 
Fusion-EG -0.01 0.80 0.65 -0.00 0.82 0.68 
Interpol-Rg -0.07 0.75 0.58 -0.06 0.82 0.68 
Interpol-ET0 -0.06 0.80 0.65 -0.07 0.83 0.69 

Table 4. Skill scores – bias (in mm.day-1), RMSEE3S (in mm.day-1) – of daily RS-583 

based non-interpolated ET estimates (E3S only) against field observations and 584 

SiSPAT simulations over 2005-2008. ). N is the number of days considered in the 585 

comparison. 586 

 
Versus observations 

(N = 298) 

Versus SiSPAT 

(N = 336) 

 Bias RMSEE3S Bias RMSEE3S 

E3S (non-interpolated) -0.05 0.47 -0.02 0.46 
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 587 

Figure 6. Daily ET estimates from the fusion between E3S, GLEAM and PAMEAS without 588 

(Fusion-EGP; a, c) and with (Fusion-EGPLC; b, d) local calibration of PAMEAS API 589 

parameters versus eddy covariance measurements (top row panel) and SiSPAT simulations 590 

(bottom row panel) over 2005-2008. The blue points represent E3S estimates for days with 591 

available remote sensing data and the red points are interpolated ET values between available 592 

E3S estimates. 593 

3.1.3. Residual error analysis of ET estimates 594 

Residual errors (εET = predicted ET – SiSPAT ET) for each fusion or interpolation method are 595 

computed at the Wankama pixel scale. The distributions of εET against standard deviation of 596 

SiSPAT simulated ET between two consecutive E3S estimates are shown in Figure 7. The 597 

boxplots show, for each approach, the interquartile range of εET for the ranges of SiSPAT 598 

standard deviation. One can observe that εET interquartile range globally increases when the 599 

SiSPAT standard deviation increases. For low standard deviation (≤ 0.05 mm.day-1) between 600 

two consecutive E3S estimates, εET is still low (-0.4 mm.day-1 < εET < 0.9 mm.day-1) for every 601 

fusion or interpolation method and no significant differences in εET distribution is observed 602 

between them. All of them also show a εET slightly positively skewed for SiSPAT standard 603 

deviation less than 0.05 mm.day-1. For the range ]0.05;0.5] mm.day-1 of SiSPAT standard 604 

deviation, the εET distribution is quite symmetric for each interpolation and fusion method 605 
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even if Interpol-Rg and Interpol-ET0 both show an underestimation trend for values outside 606 

the whiskers range (Figures 7. f and g). Main differences in the distribution of εET between 607 

fusion and interpolation methods are observed for SiSPAT standard deviation greater than 0.5 608 

mm.day-1. For such values, both Interpol-Rg and Interpol-ET0 generally display a larger 609 

interquartile range than all of the fusion approaches. For these interpolation methods, the 610 

distribution of εET is negatively skewed for standard deviation ranges ]0.5;1] and ]1;1.5] 611 

mm.day-1 and rather positively skewed for standard deviation greater than 1.5 mm.day-1 612 

(Figures 7. F and g). Fusion-EG shows a symmetric εET distribution for standard deviation 613 

range ]0.5;1] mm.day-1, negatively skewed for range ]1;1.5] mm.day-1 and slightly positively 614 

skewed for standard deviation > 1.5 mm.day-1 (Figure 7. e). Fusion-EP is characterized by a 615 

negatively skewed εET distribution for ranges ]0.5;1] and ]1;1.5] mm.day-1 and symmetric for 616 

standard deviation > 1.5 mm.day-1 (Figure 7. c). Fusion-EGP shows a negatively skewed εET 617 

distribution for ranges ]0.5;1] and ]1;1.5] mm.day-1 and a positively skewed distribution for 618 

standard deviation > 1.5 mm.day-1 (Figure 7. a). One can observe that the local calibration of 619 

PAMEAS API parameters reduces the εET interquartile range and generally also reduces the 620 

skewness of the εET distribution (Figures 7. b and d). Indeed, Fusion-EGPLC and Fusion-EPLC 621 

clearly show a lower dispersion of εET, as well as an average of εET close to 0. This confirms 622 

better performances of locally calibrated fusion approaches as shown in sections 3.1.1 and 623 

3.1.2. 624 
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 625 

Figure 7. Boxplots showing the distribution of residual errors in derived ET (εET) from 626 

Fusion-EGP (a), Fusion-EGPLC (b), Fusion-EP (c), Fusion-EPLC (d), Fusion-EG (e), Interpol-627 

Rg (f) and Interpol-ET0 (g) in relation to the SiSPAT ET standard deviation between two 628 

consecutive E3S estimates. Only interpolated values are considered. The red line in each box 629 

is the median of εET values, the lower bar of the box is the first quartile and the upper one is 630 

the third quartile. The lower whisker bar corresponds to the maximum between minimum εET 631 

and the first quartile minus 1.5-fold the interquartile range. The upper whisker bar 632 
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corresponds to the minimum between maximum εET and the third quartile plus 1.5-fold the 633 

interquartile range and red plus signs are values outside these whiskers. 634 

3.2. Evaluation at mesoscale 635 

In this subsection, comparison of the continuous daily ET estimates obtained after each 636 

interpolation or fusion approach against ensemble average of ALMIP2 LSMs simulations is 637 

analyzed. The comparison was done by considering spatial averages over the whole ALMIP2 638 

domain (20 800 km²). Overall skill scores of this analysis are summarized in Table 5 and 639 

illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. 640 

Table 5. Skill scores – bias (in mm.day-1), RMSE (in mm.day-1), NSE and R² – of 641 

daily RS-based ET estimates against the ensemble average of ALMIP2 LSMs 642 

simulations over 2005-2008. The comparison was performed over 1458 days. 643 

 Bias RMSE NSE R² 

Fusion-EGP 1 0.03 0.46 0.87 0.88 
Fusion-EGPLC 

2 0.06 0.45 0.88 0.89 
Fusion-EP 3 -0.01 0.52 0.84 0.84 

Fusion-EPLC 
4 0.06 0.56 0.82 0.83 

Fusion-EG 5 0.10 0.47 0.87 0.87 
Interpol-Rg 6 -0.02 0.59 0.79 0.80 
Interpol-ET0 

7 -0.03 0.64 0.77 0.78 

 644 

Figure 8. Daily ET estimates from the fusion between E3S, GLEAM and PAMEAS without 645 

(Fusion-EGP; a) and with (Fusion-EGPLC; b) local calibration of PAMEAS API parameters 646 

versus the ensemble average of ALMIP2 LSMs over 2005-2008. The non-interpolated dates 647 

(blue points) are defined as those for which more than 75 % of pixels of the E3S image are 648 

available over the study site. 649 
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 650 

Figure 9. Mesoscale average of daily rainfall from raingauge stations (bars) and ET estimates 651 

for 2008 from Fusion-EGP (blue line), Fusion-EGPLC (red line) and Interpol-Rg (green line) 652 

versus ALMIP2 simulations at mesoscale. The shaded area represents the standard deviation 653 

of the 20 ALMIP2 LSMs whereas the black line is the average of the 20 ALMIP2 LSMs. The 654 

non-interpolated dates (E3S) are defined as those for which more than 75 % of pixels of the 655 

E3S image are available over the study site. 656 

Many results of the mesoscale comparison were in line with those obtained at local scale on 657 

the Wankama pixel (Table 5):  658 

• The best performances were obtained with the fusion method using both GLEAM and 659 

PAMEAS information (EGP). 660 

• The standard interpolation procedures (Rg and ET0) had the lowest performances. 661 

• The fusion method based on PAMEAS only had intermediary performance whereas 662 

the one based on GLEAM only showed quite similar results as those obtained with 663 

dual-source fusion approaches. 664 

• Main benefits of the fusion approach (Fusion-EGP and Fusion-EGPLC) was observed 665 

during the first months of the rainy season (Figure 9) in the depiction of drying up 666 

phases between two consecutive rainfall events (drying up amplitude and timing), 667 

showing the interest of interpolation supports including information on either rainfall 668 

or surface soil moisture fields. 669 

• The main discrepancies between retrieved ET and ALMIP2 LSMs occurred during the 670 

monsoon season and were characterized by a significant underestimation. 671 

There were however significant differences: 672 

• RMSE were significantly lower (e.g. 0.46 for Fusion-EGP to be compared to 0.64-673 

0.68 at local scale). 674 

• The local calibration of PAMEAS API parameters (Fusion-EGPLC and Fusion-EPLC) 675 

had low impact on the performance (see Figure 8 and Table 5; remember that in this 676 
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case the API parameters obtained by calibration against SiSPAT simulations over the 677 

millet field and the fallow were used all over the studied domain) but tended to 678 

positively increase the bias. 679 

• No clear trend existed for the bias value versus the interpolation method. 680 

• The direct impact of the interpolation procedure (RMSEint; Table 6) was always larger 681 

than the errors generated by the application of E3S (Table 7). The difference was only 682 

slight when considering E3S, GLEAM and PAMEAS together (RMSEE3S = 0.31 683 

mm.day-1, RMSEint = 0.35 – 0.38 mm.day-1) but it increased when considering other 684 

methods and in particular standard interpolation with Rg (RMSEint = 0.56 mm.day-1) 685 

and even worse for ET0 (0.63 mm.day-1). For the latter, the interpolation procedure 686 

was responsible of two thirds of the difference between RS-based ET estimates and 687 

ALMIP2 LSMs simulations.  688 

Table 6. Skill scores – bias (in mm.day-1), RMSEint_data (in mm.day-1), RMSEint (in 689 

mm.day-1) – of daily RS-based interpolated ET estimates against the ensemble 690 

average of ALMIP2 LSMs simulations over 2005-2008. The interpolated days (N) 691 

are defined as those for which less than 75 % of pixels of the E3S image are 692 

available over the study site. 693 

 Versus ALMIP2 LSMs 

(N = 1177) 

 Bias RMSEint_data RMSEint 

Fusion-EGP 0.02 0.49 0.38 
Fusion-EGPLC 0.06 0.47 0.35 

Fusion-EP -0.03 0.56 0.47 
Fusion-EPLC 0.06 0.60 0.51 
Fusion-EG 0.11 0.50 0.39 
Interpol-Rg -0.04 0.64 0.56 
Interpol-ET0 -0.06 0.70 0.63 

Table 7. Skill scores – bias (in mm.day-1), RMSEE3S (in mm.day-1) – of daily RS-based non-694 

interpolated ET estimates (E3S only) against ensemble average of ALMIP2 LSMs simulations 695 

over 2005-2008. Non-interpolated days (N) are defined as those for which more than 75 % of 696 

pixels of the E3S image are available over the study site. 697 

 Versus ALMIP2 LSMs 

(N = 281) 

 Bias RMSEE3S 

E3S (non-interpolated) 0.06 0.31 

4. Discussion 698 

In this study, we introduced a new method to interpolate daily evapotranspiration between 699 

available remote sensing estimates. The objective was to provide continuous estimates of ET 700 

as required for many hydrological applications. The method was applied to MODIS estimates 701 

of ET at the kilometer resolution over the Niamey area in Niger. Broadly speaking, our study 702 

shows that over the whole season, cumulative ET is fairly well represented with simple Rg-703 
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based or ET0-based interpolation, but that intra-seasonal dynamics require something a little 704 

more complex. In that sense, the new methodology, based on a data fusion algorithm, 705 

provided better results than the standard methods that have been classically used for 706 

interpolating ET estimates based on the interpolation of the ratio of ET to Rg or ET0. The 707 

improvement was generally around 0.1 in terms of NSE, which indicates a better description 708 

of the variations of daily ET. This was clearly illustrated by the better depiction of the first 709 

precipitation events at the beginning of the rainy period (Figure 5). During the monsoon 710 

season, while the number of E3S estimates was limited in reason of the low availability of 711 

MODIS data, the improvement was also substantial. The fusion method used information on 712 

soil drying up and rain events which were not available with the standard interpolation 713 

method. 714 

It is difficult to compare our results to those obtained in previous studies as almost no analysis 715 

was published comparing standard methodologies based on the interpolation of simple ratio as 716 

defined by Equations 10 and 11 to methodologies introducing information on the timing of 717 

precipitations and drying kinetics. When considering analysis of the interpolation of ET on in-718 

situ datasets, RMSE ranging between 0.2 and 0.9 mm.d-1 were obtained for a large range of 719 

ecosystems and climates over Contiguous United States and the Mediterranean (Delogu et al., 720 

2021; Guillevic et al., 2019). The lowest values were obtained under semi-arid conditions, 721 

over wheat crops in Morocco (Delogu et al., 2021) and woody savannahs in Southwestern 722 

USA (Guillevic et al., 2019) which were characterized by low daily ET values. Larger RMSE 723 

values, above 0.4 mm.d-1, were obtained in wetter conditions, in particular for industrial 724 

crops, grasslands and forests. In our study, the values of RMSEint, which quantify the impact 725 

of the interpolation method alone (Table 3), were falling in the middle of that range of 726 

performances (0.65 mm.d-1 when using ET0 and 0.58 mm.d-1 when using Rg). RMSEint for the 727 

fusion method was significantly lower (0.51 mm.d-1). When considering evaluation of 728 

continuous estimates of daily ET from satellite data (combining errors on interpolation 729 

together with errors due to the estimation of ET on days with remote sensing data) the RMSE 730 

values given in Table 2 were lower than found in previous studies: 0.8 mm.d-1 over a dry 731 

saltmarsh scrubland (interpolated ET/Rg ratio ; Gallego-Elvira et al., 2013), 1.1 to 1.8 mm.d-1 732 

over agricultural areas (MODIS/Landsat fusion ; Cammalleri et al., 2013), 0.9 mm.d-1 over 733 

vineyards (GOES/MODIS/Landsat fusion ; Semmens et al., 2016). Conversely to our 734 

analysis, none of these studies was using information on precipitation and drying kinetics. 735 

In any situation, the fusion method based on two interpolation supports (Fusion-EGP), namely 736 

GLEAM and PAMEAS, provided better results than the use of one interpolation support. At 737 

local scale, the performance of Fusion-EG was similar to the performance of the standard 738 

interpolation methods (Table 2). At mesoscale (vs. ALMIP2 ensemble simulations), they were 739 

close to those of Fusion-EGP (Table 5). On its side, Fusion-EP, based on PAMEAS 740 

simulations, had always lower performance than Fusion-EGP. At local scale (vs. flux tower 741 

measurements), this seemed to demonstrate that both supports were providing interesting 742 

information for interpolating ET estimates while at mesoscale, GLEAM seemed to provide 743 

most of the information. This may be related to the impact of the calibration of PAMEAS 744 

over the whole domain. Indeed, we shown at local scale, that when PAMEAS API parameters 745 
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were calibrated on ground information (here SiSPAT simulations) the performance of fusion 746 

methods using PAMEAS were increased. In our work, it was not possible to calibrate the API 747 

formulation over different locations. The possibility to use an API calibrated on ground data 748 

for different locations and, in particular, different land cover and soil types should be 749 

investigated in the future. The differences in the performance of both mono-interpolation 750 

support methods at local scale gave also an indication of the interest of using interpolation 751 

support at the finer resolution (GLEAM in Fusion-EG is used at its original resolution, i.e. 25 752 

km, while it is disaggregated at the kilometer resolution in Fusion EGP). 753 

Our results also illustrated that the interpolation process itself was usually generating larger 754 

errors in the derivation of continuous estimates of ET than the direct estimation of ET from 755 

remote sensing data. In the best case (fusion of E3S with GLEAM and PAMEAS at local 756 

scale) both errors had almost similar level. This indicates that more efforts have to be done for 757 

improving interpolation procedures. Our study participated to these efforts, in particular by 758 

showing that improvements can be obtained when introducing information on the kinetics of 759 

soil drying up and on the occurrence of precipitation events (and probably the amount of 760 

rainfall water also). Compared to the number of studies proposing and analyzing ET models, 761 

the literature on ET interpolation is reduced to a limited number of articles. Most of them only 762 

analyzed the results of the standard interpolation methods (Alfieri et al., 2017; Delogu et al., 763 

2021; Guillevic et al., 2019; Lagouarde et al., 2013, 2010). This has maybe been related to the 764 

difficulties for obtaining accurate information on rain occurrence and amount in a distributed 765 

way over large areas, while information on incoming solar radiation and on ET0 have been 766 

more easily available. Actually, various precipitation products are available nowadays. They 767 

are derived from interpolation of gauge observations (e.g. GPCC (Schneider et al., 2014), 768 

CRU (Chen et al., 2008)), satellite data (e.g. CHOMPS (Joseph et al., 2009), CMORPH 769 

(Joyce et al., 2004)), combination of satellite and gauge data (e.g. CHIRPS (Funk et al., 770 

2015), TMPA 3B42 (Huffman et al., 2007)), meteorological reanalysis (ERA-Interim (Dee et 771 

al., 2011), NCEP-CFSR (Saha et al., 2010)) or from the combination of satellite data, gauge 772 

measurements and atmospheric model reanalysis (e.g. MSWEP (Beck et al., 2017)). 773 

The new method developed in this study was applied for interpolating ET estimated from 774 

MODIS data over a Sahelian area. One can wonder what would be the applicability of the 775 

method over other areas, other climate or other sensors having different revisit characteristics. 776 

Concerning climate, the number of available MODIS data for estimating ET during the 777 

monsoon season is very limited implying the reconstruction of ET for a very large proportion 778 

of days (about 75 % of ET data have been interpolated in this study). In this situation, the new 779 

method proved to be efficient in comparison to the standard interpolation methods and we can 780 

anticipate it would perform correctly in situations with a larger density of available data. This 781 

also indicates that the method could be transferred to the interpolation of ET derived from 782 

sensors onboard Landsat platforms with a long revisit time. Nonetheless, in the case of a 783 

higher number of images, the performance gain compared to a simpler interpolation method 784 

would probably become too low given the higher complexity of the fusion method developed 785 

in the present study. 786 
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One of the main advantages of the method relies on the integration of precipitation data that 787 

provide essential information on the variations of ET during long period. This is in line with 788 

the results obtained by Delogu et al. (2021) over a large number of in-situ datasets. However, 789 

an analysis of the interest of such method over very long period, up to several weeks, without 790 

ET data, as it can happen when using Landsat data, still has to be investigated. One can 791 

anticipate that in such situation the performance of the method would greatly depends on the 792 

quality of the calibration of an interpolation support such as PAMEAS. It should also be 793 

noticed, that precipitation information is not sufficient for following the alternation of wetting 794 

/ drying events over irrigated areas. Information on irrigation calendar and amounts is very 795 

difficult to obtain. In these cases, the interest of using remote sensing data sensitive to surface 796 

soil moisture, as microwave backscattering, has to be investigated. GLEAM is already 797 

integrating microwave data but with a spatial resolution not suitable for the detection of 798 

irrigation events. The use of microwave data such as those provided by Sentinel 1A and 1B 799 

with a revisit cycle of 6 days might be used for detecting at least some of the irrigation events 800 

and also for helping in the calibration of interpolation support as PAMEAS. Another 801 

advantage of the methodology relies on the use of models that describe the evolution of 802 

surface water status and provide information on the kinetics of ET over time. In our case such 803 

information is provided either by PAMEAS at the pixel scale and GLEAM at mesoscale. 804 

Other surface water balance models could be used, such as the SimpKcET model (Olioso et 805 

al., 2019; Ollivier et al., 2021) which is developed from the FAO56 method (Allen et al., 806 

1998) and can be applied to a wide range of ecosystems. 807 

5. Conclusion 808 

The purpose of this work was to build a multi-resolution and multi-source remote sensing data 809 

fusion approach to produce continuous daily ET maps at 1 km resolution in Sahelian areas. 810 

The proposition of such an approach appeared to be a key issue for Sahelian areas given the 811 

inefficiency of standard temporal interpolation techniques for long return intervals and WAM-812 

linked cloud cover during the rainy season. The proposed methodology relied on the use of 813 

the GLEAM global ET product and a parametric model named PAMEAS as a normalized 814 

basis to fill gaps in MODIS-based E3S ET estimates between two clear sky days acquisition. 815 

The fusion approach was compared to more classical temporal interpolation techniques 816 

involving the linear interpolation of the ratio between ET and Rg or ET0. RS-based ET 817 

estimates were evaluated in southwest Niger during the 2005-2008 period at (i) the pixel scale 818 

against eddy-covariance measurements and simulations of a beforehand calibrated/validated 819 

land surface model named SiSPAT, (ii) at mesoscale against simulations of the 20 regional 820 

ALMIP2 LSMs as a reference basis. At pixel scale, fusion-based ET estimates showed good 821 

skill scores compared both to SiSPAT simulations (RMSE = 0.68 mm.day-1, NSE = 0.79, R² = 822 

0.80) and field measurements (RMSE = 0.64 mm.day-1, NSE = 0.78, R² = 0.79). Compared to 823 

ET0- and Rg-based interpolation techniques, the fusion approach allowed significantly 824 

reducing RSME and enhancing NSE and R2 with respect to observations and SiSPAT 825 

simulations. The main benefits of the fusion algorithm are observed during the first months of 826 

the rainy season in its capacity to reproduce the alternation between ET peaks and drying up 827 

phases. Residual error analysis showed that the fusion approach reduces the interpolated RS-828 
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based ET error for high values (> 0.5 mm.day-1) of observed ET standard deviation between 829 

two available estimates. Quite similar results are obtained at mesoscale compared to the 830 

mesoscale mean of ALMIP2 models simulations showing the spatial consistency of the here 831 

developed fusion algorithm. We also show that fusion-based ET estimates are in better 832 

agreement with LSMs references at both local and mesoscale than those based on either 833 

GLEAM or PAMEAS estimates alone, showing the benefit of the multi-source fusion 834 

approach. The local calibration of PAMEAS API parameters substantially improves 835 

performance of the fusion approach at local scale without modifying its performance at 836 

mesoscale. This last point highlights the interest of a multi-point local calibration of the model 837 

against surface soil moisture measurements for future improvements of the fusion approach. It 838 

is believed that such a fusion approach is particularly appealing to take advantage of multi-839 

source and multi-resolution datasets to produce consistent continuous ET estimates. This 840 

fusion technique will be implemented in other mesoscale areas in Sahelo-Saharan Mali and 841 

Sudanian Benin, instrumented in the framework of the AMMA-CATCH NOS, to evaluate the 842 

replicability of the methodology. Finally, given the need of fine scale ET estimates and the 843 

recent development of disaggregation algorithms, we suggest that such a fusion approach 844 

could be used as a first stage in a disaggregation chain to ensure better consistency between 845 

continuous multi-resolution ET estimates.  846 
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Appendix A – Gap filling method of Velluet (2014) 866 

In a first step, an average daily cycle of ET is defined for each day of a “typical” year at the 867 

measurement timescale (here 30 min). The latter is estimated computing 15-day moving 868 

average of observed ET over the entire measurements period Δy (here Δy = 7 years from y1 = 869 
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2005 to yn = 2011). Thus 15Δy days of measurements are averaged to estimate a typical 870 

profile of a daily ET cycle at a given day d0 (ETd0(t) with 0 ≤ t ≤ 23.5 hours): 871 
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One defines T(y,d) as moments for which measurement of ETy,d(t) is available for day d of 872 

year y. For each day d of each year y, one defined f(y,d) as the ratio between the daily sum of 873 

the typical daily cycle at measurements available moments and the daily sum of the complete 874 

typical daily cycle: 875 
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If f(y,d) is strictly greater than 2/3, observed daily ET of day d of year y, written 〈���,�〉, is 876 

derived from: 877 

〈���,�〉 = 1
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Else if f(y,d) is less or equal to 2/3, daily gapfilling is not performed. 878 

  879 
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Appendix B - Land surface models used in the ALMIP2 exercise 880 

Model name Institute and reference 

CLASS1 
Climate Research Division, Environment Canada, Toronto, Canada 

(Verseghy, 1991) 

CLM_CLM42 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences at National Taiwan University, 

Taipei, Taiwan (Lawrence et al., 2011) 
CLM_ECOV23 Same as CLM_CLM4 

CLM_CN4 Same as CLM_CLM4 
CLSM5 METIS Paris, France (Koster et al., 2000) 

CLSM-NASA GMAO, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD, USA (Koster et al., 2000) 
HTESSEL6 ECMWF, Reading, UK (Balsamo et al., 2011) 
CTESSEL7 ECMWF, Reading, UK (Boussetta et al., 2013) 

ISBA8 CRNM-GAME, Toulouse, France (Noilhan and Mahfouf, 1996) 
JULES9 CEH, Wallinford, UK (Best et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011) 

LISMosaic11 
GMAO, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD, USA (Koster and Suarez, 

1992) 

LISNoah3312 
GMAO, NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD, USA (Decharme et al., 

2009) 

MATSIRO13 
Institute of Industrial Science, The University of Tokyo, Japan 

(Takata et al., 2003) 
ORCHIDEE_dyn14 LSCE, Gif-sur-Yvette, France (d’Orgeval et al., 2008) 

ORCHIDEE_f15 LMD, Paris, France (d’Orgeval et al., 2008) 
SETHYS16 LSCE, Gif-sur-Yvette, France (Saux-Picart et al., 2009) 

SIBUC17 
Rikagaku Kenkyusho Advanced Institute for Computational Science, 

Kobe, Japan 

SPONSOR18 
Institute of Geography, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 

Russia (Shmakin, 1998) 
STEP19 GET, Toulouse, France (Pierre et al., 2016) 

SWAP20 
Institute of Water Problems, Moscow, Russia (Nasonova et al., 

2015) 

1CLASS stands for the Canadian Land Surface Scheme. 881 

2CLM stands for the Community Land Model. 882 

3_ECOV2 stands for ECOCLIMAP2, version 2. 883 

4_CN represents carbon (C) and nitrogen (N). 884 

5CLSM stands for the Catchment LSM. 885 

7HTESSEL stands for the Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme of Surface Exchanges over 886 

Land. 887 

8CTESSEL stands for the Carbon Tiled ECMWF Scheme of Surface Exchanges over Land. 888 

9 ISBA stands for Interactions between Soil, Biosphere, and Atmosphere. 889 

10JULES stands for the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator. 890 

11LISMosaic stands for Mosaic with Land Information System. 891 
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12LISNoah33 stands for Noah with Land Information System. 892 

13MATSIRO stands for the Minimal Advanced Treatments of Surface Interaction and Runoff 893 

model. 894 

14ORCHIDEE_dyn stands for Organizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems 895 

(ORCHIDEE) with dynamic vegetation. 896 

15ORCHIDEE_f stands for ORCHIDEE with forced vegetation. 897 

16SETHYS stands for Suivi de l’Etat Hydrique des Sols. 898 

17SIBUC stands for the Simple Biosphere Model including Urban Canopy. 899 

18SPONSOR stands for the Semi-distributed Parameterization Scheme of the Orography-900 

induced hydrology model. 901 

19STEP stands for the Sahelian Transpiration Evaporation Productivity model. 902 

20SWAP stands for the Soil, Water, Atmosphere, and Plant. 903 

Appendix C – Local calibration of PAMEAS against SiSPAT reference simulations 904 

PAMEAS was calibrated against the simulations of SiSPAT on the 2005-2012 period. 905 

Calibrated values of parameters used in the formulations of API, E and T are presented in 906 

Table C.1 for the millet field and the fallow respectively. Calibration was performed to 907 

minimize Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and maximize Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) 908 

and coefficient of determination (R²) together to find the set of parameters providing the best 909 

trade-off.  910 

Table C.1. PAMEAS’ parameters values used in this study for the millet crop and the fallow 911 

plots 912 

 Millet Fallow 

API (ω1; ω2) 3.8; 4 4; 3.5 
E (ρ1) 0.69 0.84 
T (ρ2) 1.05 0.74 

Very good performances are observed between simulated API from PAMEAS and simulated 913 

0-10 cm soil water content from SiSPAT for both ecosystems with nevertheless a slight 914 

negative bias of -0.18 and -0.05 mm for the millet crop and the fallow respectively (Table 915 

C.2). For both ecosystems API is very well correlated to 0-10 cm soil water content with R² of 916 

0.88 and 0.93 for the millet field and the fallow respectively (Table C.2). Likewise very good 917 

skill scores are obtained for soil evaporation for both ecosystems with again a slight negative 918 

bias supposed mainly due to API underestimation (Table C.2). 919 

Table C.2. Skill scores of PAMEAS calibration over the 2005-2012 periods against SiSPAT 920 

(units of bias and RMSE are given with variable acronym, NSE and R² are dimensionless) 921 
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 Millet Fallow 

 Bias RMSE NSE R² Bias RMSE NSE R² 

API (mm) -0.18 0.85 0.88 0.88 -0.05 0.74 0.92 0.93 
E (mm.day-1) -0.07 0.43 0.83 0.84 -0.04 0.43 0.89 0.89 
T (mm.day-1) 0.08 0.20 0.88 0.90 0.02 0.25 0.82 0.83 

ET (mm.day-1) -0.01 0.49 0.85 0.85 -0.03 0.50 0.90 0.90 

For transpiration, PAMEAS is in good agreement with SiSPAT during the ascending phase of 922 

the transpiration cycle. During this period we observed an increase of the root zone soil 923 

moisture with an infiltration from the surface to deep layers, peaking at a maximum shortly 924 

after the last rainfall (not shown). During this period sensible heat (H) is relatively constant 925 

and near zero, all of the available energy at the surface is thus used for ET. Vegetation is not 926 

stressed and transpiration variations are mainly controlled by incoming solar radiation. Once 927 

this root zone soil moisture peak has passed, transpiration is capping, and supports all the ET 928 

since surface water content is dried up. H is increasing leading to a competition for available 929 

energy between T and the heating of the surface. Stomatal resistance term is more and more 930 

preponderant and vegetation is thus subject to water stress. Finally transpiration is rapidly 931 

decreasing less or more exponentially following the root zone soil water content depletion 932 

with very low sensitivity to incoming radiation. Consequently, as expected, during this phase 933 

PAMEAS is significantly less correlated with SiSPAT since it does not take into account any 934 

water stress (not shown). For purposes of application in a data fusion approach with MODIS-935 

based E3S estimates this model’s drift is not critical because images frequency is high during 936 

this period (Allies et al., 2020) and day to day ET variation are slight. Finally, adding E and T 937 

terms, ET simulated by PAMEAS is in very good agreement with SiSPAT with NSE values 938 

of 0.85 and 0.90 for the millet crop and the fallow respectively (Table C.2 and Figure C.1).  939 

 940 

Figure C.1. Daily ET simulated by PAMEAS against ET simulated by SiSPAT for 2008 (top 941 

row panel) and 2005-2012 (bottom row panel) for the millet crop (a, c) and the fallow (b, d). 942 
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